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New design brand be&liv presents evocative interior design objects 
at  

FORMEX Nordic Interior Design Fair, Stockholm, Sweden,  
August 19 to 22nd August, 2015  

 
Be&liv. Poetry in precision. 
Be&liv was established in Helsinki in 2012.  
Our aim is to bring the poetry back to everyday life with beautifully 
engineered interior design objects. Every detail is thought-through to offer 
the highest quality contemporary design. Our designers work with the 
nature of the material to create organic forms using the most precise 
manufacturing techniques. Each be&liv object comes in beautiful, small, flat 
packaging to make the perfect gift that is easy to transport and store. They 
are easy to assemble, creating an evocative mood in any space.  

A new brand of design. 
Be&liv is a recent entrant into the Nordic design world, as its first product 
was released only a year ago in 2014. Be&liv products have been featured in 
the Ambiente fair in Frankfurt, and the Maison & Objet trade fair in Paris. 
Be&liv products are sold as far and wide as France, Iceland, South Korea, 
Saudi Arabia and Japan. All our design objects hold the  ‘Design from 
Finland’ mark, a sign of quality.  
 



 

  
 
Picture text: One flower vase by Ilkka Suppanen is beautifully packaged and easy to 
assemble. 



Be&liv at Formex, Nordic Interior Design Fair, Stockholm. 

Where?  The be&liv Formex stand is B14:30 
Formex design fair 
www.formex.se 
Stockholmsmässan 
Mässvägen 1 
125 30 Älvsjö 
Near Stockholm, Sweden 

When? August 19 to 22nd August, 2015  
Wednesday 9:30 to 19:00  
Thursday 09:30 to 19:00  
Friday 09:30 to 18:00  
Saturday 09:30 to 17:00 

 
We will be showcasing designs from Finnish designers Ilkka Suppanen, 
Janne Uusi-Autti, and Emilia Hönö.  
 
Award-winning designer Ilkka Suppanen has been involved in the 
conception of Be & Liv; Ilkka has been mentor and designer of two 
key be&liv design objects, One, single-flower vase, and Quartet candelabra.  
 
In 2015 Ilkka Suppanen was awarded the Finnish Cultural Foundation Prize 
for outstanding cultural works, and he has also received the equally 
prestigious Torsten & Wanja Söderberg Prize. 

Be&liv design objects at Formex. 
 
Blossom, candle holder and lamp, by Janne Uusi-Autti. 
Blossom is an range of design objects that includes a tea-light candle holder 
and lamp, that can be used as a table lamp or as a pendant ceiling lamp. 
Both objects are statement pieces that set the mood even with the light 
off. Blossom tea-light holder casts a captivating shadow and sparkles with 
light. It’s simple form and perforation creates a mesmerizing ambiance.  

http://www.formex.se


Blossom lamp can be used as either a table lamp or a ceiling pendent 
lamp.  
Designer Janne Uusi-Autti: “Blossom explores the flexible character of metal 
to create organic patterns of light and form.”   

One, flower vase, by Ilkka Suppanen. 
One is a flower vase that compliments the delicate beauty of a few 
selected flowers. Designer Ilkka Suppanen: “Sometimes just one modest 
flower says more than a big bouquet.” 

Quartet, Candelabra, by Ilkka Suppanen. 
Quartet is an expression of traditional minimalistic design in Nordic 
form.  
Designer Ilkka Suppanen: “Lighting up a candle is a traditional way to 
change the ambience. Quartet is the perfect candelabra to do it with 
style.” 

Palea, candle holder, by Janne Uusi-Autti. 
Palea’s curved shapes and spacious opening can be used with several 
different types of candle styles, and is available in two sizes. Designer 
Janne Uusi-Autti: “Palea brings nature-inspired design to larger candle 
holders”. 

Petals, fruit bowl, by Janne Uusi-Autti. 
Petals is an eye catching fruit bowl and table centerpiece made from 
polypropolene plastic. The material is tactile and easy to use, maintaining 
its finish over time. Designer Janne Uusi-Autti: “Petals displays and nurses 
fruit in nature’s own inspiring way.”  
 
Lily, cake stand, by Emilia Hönö. 
Lily is a chic addiction to any dinner setting or coffee table. The 
transparent plates reveal the delicate shape of the supporting body.  
Perfect for truffles, cupcakes and other pastries. Designer Emilia Hönö: “Lily 
brings a touch of joyful elegance to your party! Fill it with treats to create a 
delicious and enticing centerpiece.” 
 



Tree24, Christmas calendar, by Janne Uusi-Autti. 
Tree24 is a reusable Christmas calendar decoration that lasts from one 
holiday season to another. Place your favorite sweets or special gifts inside. 
Designer Janne Uusi-Autti: “I wanted to combine two Christmas traditions into 
one; sharing treats and decorating the table.” 
 
Treepot, trivet, by Janne Uusi-Autii. 
Treepot has the same distinctive design as the Tree24 Christmas calendar, 
but is to be used as a tablemat or trivet. Separate the two pieces to create a 
decorative placement mat for your hot dishes. Designed by Janne Uusi-
Autti. 
 
 
For more information see www.beandliv.com  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